
Öhlins Off-Road & Adventure
Suspension JEV MU30 for Jeep
Gladiator (JT) 3,5-5,0" lift

We designed our suspension for the Adventure segment with Off-Road and Rally-raid in
mind, to put the excitement back in the winding countryside roads and rough terrain. Our
suspension gives you better contact with the road, improves sharp turns, and stays
stable during hillsides. The adjustable damping makes it possible for you to adjust your
suspension depending on the road ahead to fit your drive. With more traction and control
it’s possible to use larger tires for steeper terrain no matter if you’re going through
muddy water or climbing overland. They are also improving the ride comfort in common
roads, which makes these products a perfect match!

Approx. available from June 2022

General Features:

Features Front:

Compatible for 3,5 to 5,0" lift

2,25” shock body, fully aluminum design for improved cooling

Progressive Damping System (PDS), hydraulic bump stops for bottoming out control

Internal check valve system for completely separating compression and rebound
adjustment

Öhlins' industry leading pressure balanced damping for cavitation prevention

Improved top out strength for solid axles and off road use

Spherical ball joints for low friction suspension movement and improved body control

Öhlins custom ball joint seals for long lasting and free play resistance even at dirty use

Rebuildable for custom tuning and PDS stroke

Possibility to upgrade to separate high and low speed compression adjustment

Fully rebuildable dampers

2 year limited warranty

Dampers only, springs not included

Conventional shock absorber

2-way, separate compression and rebound adjustment



Features Rear:

Purchased Parts Package:

Fits the following vehicles

Part number

JEV MU30

3-way swivel high pressure stainless steel braided hose for remote reservoir

Conventional shock absorber

2-way, separate compression and rebound adjustment

External reservoir

Rock shields

Shock absorber kit incl. mounting parts

Mounting instruction

Jeep Gladiator (JT), year 2020 –

Without TUEV certificate (Germany)

Price and availability

5.368,02 €
4.510,94 € plus 19% VAT ()

in stock
(3 - 5 business days)

Please note that we currently don't offer online sales. You can order our
product through our dealers. The online shop will be active again as soon as
possible.

To purchase this product please contact an authorized Öhlins dealer or service
center.

The picture shown can deviate from the product delivered.











Öhlins Europe



Gottlieb-Daimler-Straße 25
53520 Meuspath
Germany

Phone: +49 (0) 2691 -
937780
Fax: +49 (0) 2691 - 9377890
E-Mail: 

Office Hours

Monday to Friday
08:00 AM to 12:30 PM
01:30 PM to 05:00 PM

info.oeu@driv.com


